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Abstract
We present the first verification that a neural network produces a correct output
within a specified tolerance for every input of interest. We define correctness
relative to a specification which identifies 1) a state space consisting of all relevant
states of the world and 2) an observation process that produces neural network
inputs from the states of the world. Tiling the state and input spaces with a finite
number of tiles, obtaining ground truth bounds from the state tiles and network
output bounds from the input tiles, then comparing the ground truth and network
output bounds delivers an upper bound on the network output error for any input of
interest. Results from a case study highlight the ability of our technique to deliver
tight error bounds for all inputs of interest and show how the error bounds vary
over the state and input spaces.
1 Introduction
Neural networks are now recognized as powerful function approximators with impressive performance
across a wide range of applications. Current techniques, however, provide no correctness guarantees
— there is currently no way to verify that a neural network provides correct outputs (within a specified
tolerance) for all inputs of interest. The closest the field has come is robustness verification, which
aims to verify if the network prediction is stable for all inputs in some neighborhood around a selected
input point [6, 27, 22, 1, 21, 4, 23, 8]. But robustness verification does not guarantee that the output,
even if stable, is actually correct — there is no specification that defines the correct output for any
input except for the manually-labeled center point of each region.
We present the first correctness verification of neural networks — the first verification that a neural
network produces a correct output within a specified tolerance for every input of interest. Neural
networks are often used to predict some property of the world given an observation such as an image
or audio recording. We therefore define correctness relative to a specification which identifies 1) a
state space consisting of all relevant states of the world and 2) an observation process that produces
neural network inputs from the states of the world. Then the inputs of interest are all inputs that can
be observed from the state space via the observation process. We define the set of inputs of interest as
the feasible input space. Because the quantity of interest that the network predicts is some property
of the state of the world, the state defines the ground truth output (and therefore defines the correct
output for each input to the neural network).
We present Tiler, the first algorithm for correctness verification of neural networks. Evaluating the
correctness of the network on a single state is straightforward — use the observation process to obtain
the possible inputs for that state, use the neural network to obtain the possible outputs, then compare
the outputs to the ground truth from the state. To do correctness verification, we generalize this idea
to work with tiled state and input spaces. We cover the state and input spaces with a finite number of
tiles: each state tile comprises a set of states; each input tile is the image of the corresponding state
tile under the observation process. The state tiles provide ground truth bounds for the corresponding
input tiles. We use recently developed techniques from the robustness verification literature to obtain
network output bounds for each input tile [27, 6, 22, 1, 12, 21]. A comparison of the ground truth
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and output bounds delivers an error upper bound for that region of the state space. The error bounds
for all the tiles jointly provide the correctness verification result.
We demonstrate how to do correctness verification using Tiler via a case study. Consider a world with
a (idealized) fixed road and a camera that can vary its horizontal offset and viewing angle with respect
to the centerline of the road. The state of the world is therefore characterized by the offset δ and the
viewing angle θ. A neural network predicts the offset and the viewing angle of the camera, taking the
image taken by the camera as input. The state space contains the ranges of δ and θ of interest. The
observation process is the camera imaging process, which maps camera positions to images taken.
This state space and the camera imaging process provide the specification: the feasible input space is
the set of camera images that can be observed from all camera positions of interest; for each image,
the camera positions of all the states that can produce this image give the possible ground truths. We
tile the state space using a grid on (δ, θ). Each state tile gives a bound on the ground truth of δ and θ.
We then apply the observation process to project each state tile into the image space. By computing a
bounding box for each resulting input tile and applying techniques from robustness verification [21],
we obtain neural network output bounds for each input tile. Comparing the ground truth bounds and
the network output bounds gives upper bounds on network prediction error for each tile. We are able
to verify that our trained neural network provides good accuracy across the vast majority of the state
space of interest. We are also able to effectively bound the maximum error the network will ever
produce on any feasible input.
This paper makes the following contributions:
Specification: We show how to use state spaces and observation processes to specify the correctness
of neural networks that predict properties of states given observations of the states as input.
Verification: We present the first algorithm for verifying that a neural network produces the correct
output (up to a specified tolerance) for every input of interest. The algorithm can also compute tighter
correctness bounds for focused regions of the state and input spaces.
Case Study: We apply this algorithm to the problem of predicting camera offsets and viewing
angles to obtain the first correctness verification of a neural network. The verification proves that the
network always produces correct outputs (within the specified tolerance) for all inputs of interest and
characterizes how the correctness bounds vary across the state and input spaces.
2 Related Work
Motivated by the vulnerability of neural networks to adversarial attacks [15, 19], researchers have
developed a range of techniques for verifying robustness — they aim to verify if the neural network
prediction is stable in some neighborhood around a selected input point. [11] provides an overview
of the field. A range of approaches have been explored, including layer-by-layer reachability analysis
[25, 27] with abstract interpretation [6] or bounding the local Lipschitz constant [22], formulating the
network as constraints and solving the resulting optimization problem [1, 12, 2, 21], solving the dual
problem [4, 23, 17], and formulating and solving using SMT/SAT solvers [8, 5, 7]. In the context
of control systems, [3] introduces an approach to verify state reachability and region stability of
closed-loop systems with neural network controllers. [26] verifies safety by computes the reachable
set of states and checks if they overlap with the unsafe states. Unlike the research presented in this
paper, none of this prior research formalizes or attempts to verify that the neural network computes
correct outputs within a specified tolerance for all inputs of interest.
Prior work on neural network testing focuses on constructing better test cases to expose problematic
network behaviors. Researchers have developed approaches to build test cases that improve coverage
on possible states of the neural network, for example neuron coverage [16, 20] and generalizations to
multi-granular coverage [13] and MC/DC [9] inspired coverage [18]. [14] presents coverage-guided
fuzzing methods for testing neural networks using the above coverage criteria. [20] generates realistic
test cases by applying natural transformations (e.g. brightness change, rotation, add rain) to seed
images. Unlike this prior research, which tests the neural network on only a set of input points, the
research presented in this paper verifies correctness for all inputs of interest.
2
3 Correctness Verification of Neural Networks
Consider the general problem of taking an input observation x and trying to predict some quantity of
interest y. It can be a regression problem (continuous y) or a classification problem (discrete y). Some
neural network model is trained for this task. We denote its function by f : X → Y , where X is the
space of all possible inputs to the neural network and Y is the space of all possible outputs. Behind
the input observation x there is some state of the world s. Denote S as the space of all states of the
world that we want to verify. For each state of the world, a set of possible inputs can be observed. We
denote this observation process using a mapping g : S → P(X˜ ), where g(s) is the set of inputs that
can be observed from s. Here P(·) is the power set, and X˜ ⊆ X is the feasible input space, the part
of input space that may be observed from the state space S . Concretely, X˜ = {x|∃s ∈ S, x ∈ g(s)}.
The quantity of interest y is some aspect of the state of the world. We denote the ground truth of y
using a function λ : S → Y . This specifies the ground truth for each input, which we denote as a
mapping fˆ : X˜ → P(Y). fˆ(x) is the set of possible ground truth values of y for a given x:
fˆ(x) = {y|∃s ∈ S, y = λ(s), x ∈ g(s)}. (1)
The feasible input space X˜ and the ground truth mapping fˆ together form a specification. In general,
we cannot compute and represent X˜ and fˆ directly — indeed, the purpose of the neural network is
to compute an approximation to this ground truth fˆ which is otherwise not available given only the
input x. X˜ and fˆ are instead determined implicitly by S, g, and λ.
The error of the neural network is then characterized by the difference between f and fˆ . Concretely,
the maximum possible error at a given input x ∈ X˜ is:
e(x) = max
y∈fˆ(x)
d(f(x), y), (2)
where d(·, ·) is some measurement on the size of the error between two values of the quantity of
interest. For regression, we consider the absolute value of the difference d(y1, y2) = |y1 − y2|.1 For
classification, we consider a binary error measurement d(y1, y2) = 1y1 6=y2 (indicator function), i.e.
the error is 0 if the prediction is correct, 1 if the prediction is incorrect.
The goal of correctness verification is to compute upper bounds on network prediction errors with
respect to the specification. We formulate the problem of correctness verification formally here:
Problem formulation of correctness verification: Given a trained neural network f and a speci-
fication (X˜ , fˆ) determined implicitly by S, g, and λ, compute upper bounds on error e(x) for any
feasible input x ∈ X˜ .
4 Tiler
We next present Tiler, an algorithm for correctness verification of neural networks. We present here
the algorithm for regression settings, with sufficient conditions for the resulting error bounds to be
sound. The algorithm for classification settings is similar (see Appendix B).
The first step is to use the state space S to tile the feasible input space:
Step 1: Divide the state space S into local regions {Si} such that ∪iSi = S.
The image of each Si under g is a tile on the input space: Xi = {x|x ∈ g(s), s ∈ Si}. The resulting
tiles {Xi} satisfy the following condition:
Condition 4.1. X˜ ⊆ ∪iXi.
The second step is to compute a ground truth bound for each input tile Xi, specifically by computing
the ground truth bound for the corresponding Si under the ground truth function λ:
1For clarity, we formulate the problem with a one-dimensional quantity of interest. Extending to multidimen-
sional output (multiple quantities of interest) is straightforward: we treat the prediction of each output dimension
as using a separate neural network, all of which are the same except the final output layer.
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Step 2: For each Si, compute the ground truth bound as an interval [li, ui], such that ∀s ∈ Si, li ≤
λ(s) ≤ ui.
We use this ground truth bound [li, ui] for tileXi. The bounds computed this way satisfy the following
condition, which (intuitively) states that the possible ground truth values for an input point must be
covered jointly by the ground truth bounds of all the input tiles that contain this point:
Condition 4.2(a). For any x ∈ X˜ ,∀y ∈ fˆ(x),∃Xi such that x ∈ Xi and li ≤ y ≤ ui.
Previous research has produced a variety of methods that bound the neural network output over
given input region. Examples include layer-by-layer reachability analysis [27, 6, 22] and formulating
constrained optimization problems [1, 12, 21]. Each method typically works for certain classes of
networks (e.g. piece-wise linear networks) and certain classes of input regions (e.g. polytopes). For
each input tile Xi, we therefore introduce a bounding box Bi that 1) includes Xi and 2) is supported
by the solving method:
Step 3: Using Si and g, compute a bounding box Bi for each tile Xi = {x|x ∈ g(s), s ∈ Si}.
The bounding boxes Bi’s must satisfy the following condition:
Condition 4.3. ∀i,Xi ⊆ Bi.
We then solve the neural network output range for each bounding box:
Step 4: Given f and bounding boxes {Bi}, use an appropriate solver to solve for the network output
ranges {[l′i, u′i]}.
The neural network has a single output entry for each quantity of interest. Denote the value of the
output entry as o(x), f(x) = o(x). The network output bounds (l′i, u
′
i) returned by the solver must
satisfy the following condition:
Condition 4.4(a) ∀x ∈ Bi, l′i ≤ o(x) ≤ u′i.
With the ground truth bounds and network output bounds, we can now compute the error bounds:
Step 5: For each tile, use the ground truth bound (li, ui) and network output bound (l′i, u′i) to
compute the error bound ei:
ei = max(u
′
i − li, ui − l′i). (3)
ei gives the upper bound on prediction error when the state of the world s is in Si. This is because
(li, ui) covers the ground truth values in Si, and (l′i, u′i) covers the possible network outputs for all
inputs that can be generated from Si. From these error bounds {ei}, we compute a global error bound:
eglobal = max
i
ei. (4)
We can also compute a local error bound for any feasible input x ∈ X˜ :
elocal(x) = max{i|x∈Bi}
ei. (5)
Note that max{i|x∈Xi} ei provides a tighter local error bound. But since it is generally much easier to
check containment of x in Bi’s than in Xi’s, we adopt the current formulation.
We establish the soundness of the error bounds obtained from Tiler below.
Theorem 1 (Local error bound for regression). Given that Condition 4.1, 4.2(a), 4.3, and 4.4(a)
are satisfied, then ∀x ∈ X˜ , e(x) ≤ elocal(x), where e(x) is defined in Equation 2 and elocal(x) is
computed from Equation 3 and 5.
Theorem 2 (Global error bound for regression). Given that Condition 4.1, 4.2(a), 4.3, and 4.4(a) are
satisfied, then ∀x ∈ X˜ , e(x) ≤ eglobal, where e(x) is defined in Equation 2 and eglobal is computed
from Equation 3 and 4.
Algorithm 1 formally presents the Tiler algorithm (for regression). The implementations of DI-
VIDESTATESPACE, GETGROUNDTRUTHBOUND, and GETBOUNDINGBOX are problem dependent.
The choice of SOLVER needs to be compatible with Bi and f . Conditions 4.1 to 4.4 specify the
sufficient conditions for the returned results from these four methods such that the guarantees obtained
are sound.
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Algorithm 1 Tiler (for regression)
Input: S, g, λ, f
Output: eglobal, {ei}, {Bi}
1: procedure TILER(S, g, λ, f )
2: {Si} ← DIVIDESTATESPACE(S) . Step 1
3: for each Si do
4: (li, ui)← GETGROUNDTRUTHBOUND(Si, λ) . Step 2
5: Bi ← GETBOUNDINGBOX(Si, g) . Step 3
6: (l′i, u
′
i)← SOLVER(f,Bi) . Step 4
7: ei ← max(u′i − li, ui − l′i) . Step 5
8: end for
9: eglobal ←max({ei}) . Step 5
10: return eglobal, {ei}, {Bi} . {ei}, {Bi} can be used later to compute elocal(x)
11: end procedure
Table 1: Scene parameters
Parameter Description Value Parameter Description Value
x1 Road width 50.0 i1 Intensity (side line) 1.0
x2 Line width 4.0 i2 Intensity (centerline) 0.7
x3 Ramp half width 1.0 i3 Intensity (road) 0.3
zc Camera height 20.0 i4 Intensity (sky) 0.0
f Focal length 1.0 n Pixel number 32
d Pixel side length 0.16
The complexity of this algorithm is determined by the number of tiles, which scales with the
dimension of the state space S. Because the computations for each tile are independent, our Tiler
implementation executes these computations using parallelism.
5 Case Study: Position Measurement from Road Scene
We next present a case study where we use Tiler to verify the correctness of a neural network that
estimates the position of a camera with respect to a road. 2
5.1 Problem Set-up
Consider a world containing a road with a centerline, two side lines, and a camera taking images of
the road. The camera is positioned at a fixed height above the road, but can vary its horizontal offset
and viewing angle with respect to the centerline of the road. Figure 1a presents a schematic of the
scene. For clarity, we describe the scene in a Cartesian coordinate system. Treating 1 length unit as
roughly 5 centimeters will give a realistic scale. The scene contains a road in the xy-plane, extending
along the y-axis. A schematic view of the road down along the z-axis is shown in Figure 2a. The road
contains a centerline and two side lines, each with width x2 = 4.0. The width of the road (per lane)
is x1 = 50.0, measuring from the center of the centerline to the center of each side line. Each point
in the scene is associated with an intensity value in [0.0, 1.0] grayscale. The intensity of the side lines
is i1 = 1.0, centerline i2 = 0.7, road i3 = 0.3, and sky i4 = 0.0. The intensity adopts a ramp change
at each boundary between the lines and the road. The half width of the ramp is x3 = 1.0.
The schematic of the camera is shown in Figure 2b. The camera’s height above the road is fixed at
zc = 20.0. The focal length f = 1.0. The image plane is divided into 32× 32 pixels, with pixel side
length d = 0.16. Table 1 summarizes all the scene parameters described above.
The state of the world s is characterized by the offset δ and angle θ of the camera position. We
therefore label the states as sδ,θ. In this problem, we consider the camera position between the
2Code is available at https://github.com/yycdavid/TilerVerify
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the scene. (b) Example image taken by the camera. (c) Schematics of
Tiler applied on the road scene case.
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic of the top view of the road. (b) Schematic of the camera.
range δ ∈ [−40, 40] (length unit of the scene) and θ ∈ [−60◦, 60◦]. This gives the state space
S = {sδ,θ|δ ∈ [−40, 40], θ ∈ [−60◦, 60◦]}.
The input x to the neural network is the image taken by the camera. The observation process g is
the camera imaging process. The camera imaging process we use can be viewed as an one-step ray
tracing: the intensity value of each pixel is determined by shooting a ray from the center of that
pixel through the focal point, then taking the intensity of the intersection point between the ray and
the scene. In this example scene, the intersection points for the top half of the pixels are in the sky
(intensity 0.0). The intersection points for the lower half of the pixels are on the xy-plane. The
position of the intersection point (in the world coordinates) can be computed using a transformation
from the pixel coordinates in homogeneous coordinate systems:
X˜
(i,j)
W = TFW · Pp ·RCF · PPC ·
[
i
j
1
]
(6)
PPC is the transformation from pixel coordinates to camera coordinates. Camera coordinates have
the origin at the focal point, and axes aligned with the orientation of the camera. We define the focal
coordinates to have the origin also at the focal point, but with axes aligned with the world coordinates
(the coordinate system used to describe the scene). RCF is the rotation matrix that transforms from
camera coordinates to focal coordinates. Pp represents the projection to the road plane through the
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focal point, in the focal coordinates. Finally, TFW is the translation matrix that transforms from the
focal coordinates to the world coordinates. The transformation matrices are given below:3
TFW =
1 0 0 δ0 1 0 00 0 1 zc
0 0 0 1
 , Pp =
−zc 0 0 00 −zc 0 00 0 −zc 0
0 0 1 0

RCF =
cos θ − sin θ 0 0sin θ cos θ 0 00 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 , PPC =
 0 d
d
2 − nd2
0 0 f
−d 0 −(d2 − nd2 )
0 0 1

The variables are defined as in Table 1, with δ and θ being the offset and angle of the camera. After
the intensity values of the pixels are determined, they are scaled and quantized to the range [0, 255].
The resulting input images x’s are 32×32 gray scale images with intensities in [0, 255]. Figure 1b
presents an example image. The feasible input space X˜ is the set of all images that can be taken with
δ ∈ [−40, 40] and θ ∈ [−60◦, 60◦].
The quantity of interest y is the camera position (δ, θ). The ground truth function λ is simply
λ(sδ,θ) = (δ, θ). For the neural network, we use the same ConvNet architecture as CNNA in [21] and
the small network in [24]. It has 2 convolutional layers (size 4×4, stride 2) with 16 and 32 filters
respectively, followed by a fully connected layer with 100 units. All the activation functions are
ReLUs. The output layer is a linear layer with 2 output nodes, corresponding to the predictions of
δ and θ. The network is trained on 130k images and validated on 1000 images generated from our
imaging process. The camera positions of the training and validation images are sampled uniformly
from the range δ ∈ [−50, 50] and θ ∈ [−70◦, 70◦]. The network is trained with an l1-loss function,
using Adam [10] (see Appendix C for more training details).
For error analysis, we treat the predictions of δ and θ separately. The goal is to find upper bounds on
the prediction errors eδ(x) and eθ(x) for any feasible input x ∈ X˜ .
5.2 Tiler
Figure 1c presents a schematic of how we apply Tiler to this problem. Tiles are constructed by
dividing S on (δ, θ) into a grid of equal-sized rectangles with length a and width b. Each cell in the
grid is then Si = {sδ,θ|δ ∈ [δi1, δi2], θ ∈ [θi1, θi2]}, with δi2 − δi1 = a and θi2 − θi1 = b. Each tile Xi is
the set of images that can be observed from Si. The ground truth bounds can be naturally obtained
from Si: for δ, li = δi1 and ui = δi2; for θ, li = θi1 and ui = θi2.
We next encapsulate each tile Xi with an l∞-norm ball Bi by computing, for each pixel, the range of
possible values it can take within the tile. A tile in this example corresponds to images taken with
camera position in a local range δ ∈ [δ1, δ2], θ ∈ [θ1, θ2]. For pixels in the upper half of the image,
their values will always be the intensity of the sky. For each pixel in the lower half of the image,
if we trace the intersection point between the projection ray of this pixel and the road plane, it will
sweep over a closed region as the camera position varies in the δ-θ cell. The range of possible values
for that pixel is then determined by the range of intensities in that region. In this example, there is
an efficient way of computing the range of intensities in the region of sweep. Since the intensities
on the road plane only vary with x, it suffices to find the span on x for the region. The extrema on x
can only be achieved at: 1) the four corners of the δ-θ cell; 2) the points on the two edges δ = δ1
and δ = δ2 where θ makes the ray of that pixel perpendicular to the y axis (if that θ is contained in
[θ1, θ2]). Therefore, by computing the location of these critical points, we can obtain the range of x.
We can then obtain the range of intensities covered in the region of sweep, which will give the range
of pixel values. The resulting Bi is an l∞-norm ball in the image space covering Xi, represented by
32×32 pixel-wise ranges.
3Note that for this imaging process, flipping the image on the image plane to the correct orientation (originally
upside-down) is equivalent to taking the image on a virtual image plane that is in front of the focal point by
the focal length, by shooting rays from the focal point through the (virtual) pixel centers. We compute the
intersection points from the pixel coordinates on the virtual image plane.
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To solve the range of outputs of the ConvNet for inputs in the l∞-norm ball, we adopt the approach
from [21]. They formulate the robustness verification problem as mixed integer linear program
(MILP), by expressing the network computations and input constraints as linear or integer constraints.
Presolving on ReLU stability and progressive bound tightening are used to improve efficiency. We
adopt the same formulation but change the MILP objectives. For each l∞-norm ball, we solve 4
optimization problems: maximizing and minimizing the output entry for δ, and another two for θ.
To speed up solving, we reuse the results from presolving across the 4 optimization problems of the
same tile (they share the same input constraints and thus the same bounds on the internal variables of
the network). Denote the optimized objectives we obtain as δimin, δ
i
max, θ
i
min, θ
i
max.
We then use Equation 3 to compute the error bounds for each tile: eiδ = max(δ
i
max − δi1, δi2 − δimin),
eiθ = max(θ
i
max − θi1, θi2 − θimin). eiδ and eiθ give upper bounds on prediction error when the state
of the world s is in cell Si. These error bounds can later be used to compute global and local error
bounds as in Equation 4 and 5.
5.3 Experimental Results
We run Tiler with a cell size of 0.1 (the side length of each cell in the (δ, θ) grid is a = b = 0.1). The
step that takes the majority of time is the optimization solver. With parallelism, the optimization step
takes about 15 hours running on 40 CPUs@3.00 GHz, solving 960000× 4 MILP problems.
Global error bound: We compute global error bounds by taking the maximum of eiδ and eiθ over all
tiles. The global error bound for δ is 12.66, which is 15.8% of the measurement range (80 length
units for δ); for θ is 7.13◦ (5.94% of the 120◦ measurement range). We therefore successfully verify
the correctness of the network with these tolerances for all feasible inputs.
Error bound landscape: We present the visualizations of the error bound landscape by plotting the
error bounds of each tile as heatmaps over the (δ, θ) space. Figures 3a and 3d present the resulting
heatmaps for eiδ and e
i
θ, respectively. To further inspect the distribution of the error bounds, we
compute the percentage of the state space S (measured on the (δ, θ) grid) that has error bounds
below some threshold value. The percentage varying with threshold value can be viewed as a
cumulative distribution. Figures 3c and 3f present the cumulative distributions of the error bounds.
It can be seen that most of the state space can be guaranteed with much lower error bounds, with
only a small percentage of the regions having larger guarantees. This is especially the case for the
offset measurement: 99% of the state space is guaranteed to have error less than 2.65 (3.3% of the
measurement range), while the global error bound is 12.66 (15.8%).
A key question for the error bounds is how well they reflect the actual maximum error made by the
neural network. To study the tightness of the error bounds, we compute empirical estimates of the
maximum errors for each Si, denoted as e¯iδ and e¯iθ. To do this, we sample multiple (δ, θ) within
each cell Si and generate input images, then take the maximum over the errors of these points as the
empirical estimate of the maximum error for Si. The sample points are drawn on a sub-grid within
each cell, with sampling spacing 0.05. Notice that this estimate is a lower bound on the maximum
error for Si. This provides a reference for evaluating the tightness of the error upper bounds we get
from Tiler.
We take the maximum of e¯iδ’s and e¯
i
θ’s to get a lower bound estimate of the global maximum error.
The lower bound estimate of the global maximum error for δ is 9.12 (11.4% of the measurement
range); for θ is 4.08◦ (3.4% of the measurement range). We can see that the error bounds that Tiler
delivers are close to the lower bound estimates derived from the observed errors that the network
exhibits for specific inputs.
Having visualized the heatmaps for the bounds eiδ and e
i
θ, we subtract from them the error estimates
e¯iδ and e¯
i
θ and plot the heatmaps for the resulting gaps in Figures 3b and 3e. We can see that most of
the regions that have large error bounds are due to the fact that the network itself has large errors there.
By computing the cumulative distributions of these gaps between bounds and estimates, we found
that for angle measurement, 99% of the state space has error gap below 1.9◦ (1.6% of measurement
range); and for offset measurement, 99% of the state space has error gap below 1.41 length units
(1.8%). The gaps indicate the maximum possible improvements on the error bounds.
Contributing factors to the gap: There are two main contributing factors to the gap between the
bound from Tiler and the actual maximum error. First is the systematic error introduced in the way
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Figure 3: (a,d) Heatmaps of the upper bounds on the maximum error of each tile over the offset-angle
space. (b,e) Corresponding heatmaps after subtracting empirical estimates of the actual maximum
error. (c, f) Percentage of the state space with error upper bounds below some threshold value
(cumulative distribution).
Tiler computes the error bound. Tiler takes the maximum distance between the range of possible
ground truths and the range of possible network outputs as the bound. For a perfect network, this still
gives a bound equal to the range of ground truth, instead of zero. The second factor is the extra space
included in the box Bi that is not on the tile Xi. This results in a larger range on network output being
used for calculating error bound, which in turn makes the error bound itself larger.
Effect of tile size: Both of the factors described above are affected by the tile size. We run Tiler
with a sequence of cell sizes (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8) for the (δ, θ) grid. Figure 4a shows how the 99
percentiles of the error upper bounds and the gap between error bounds and estimates vary with cell
size. As tile size gets finer, Tiler provides better error bounds, and the tightness of bounds improves.
As another perspective, consider the case where we only trust the network when the error is less than
some threshold. Figure 4b shows how the percentage of the state space where the network is proved
to be trustworthy varies with cell size, given the required accuracy being 3% of the measurement
range. It can be seen that with finer tile sizes, Tiler is able to prove larger trusted region.
These results show that we can get better error bounds with finer tile sizes. But this improvement
might be at the cost of time: reducing tile sizes also increases the total number of tiles and the number
of optimization problems to solve. Figure 4c shows how the total solving time varies with cell size.
For cell sizes smaller than 0.2, the trend can be explained by the above argument. For cell sizes
larger than 0.2, total solving time increases with cell size instead. The reason for this is that each
optimization problem becomes harder to solve as the tile becomes large. Specifically, the approach
we adopt [21] relies on the presolving on ReLU stability to improve speed. The number of unstable
ReLUs will increase drastically as the cell size becomes large, which makes the solving slower.
6 Discussion
The techniques presented in this paper work with specifications provided by the combination of a
state space of the world and an observation process that converts states into neural network inputs.
Results from the case study highlight how well the approach works for a state space characterized by
two attributes (δ and θ) and a camera imaging observation process. We anticipate that the technique
will also work well for other problems that have a low dimensional state space with a tractable tiling
and an observation process that can be precisely modelled.
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Figure 4: Effect of cell size on bound quality and solving time. (a) plots the 99 percentiles of the
error upper bounds and the gaps between upper and lower bounds against cell size. (b) plots the
percentage of the state space that is proved to be trustworthy (error less than 3% of measurement
range) against cell size. (c) shows how the total solving time varies with cell size.
Tiler generalizes to cases where alternative methods exist for characterizing the feasible input space
and the ground truth: we express the sufficient conditions (Condition 4.1 to 4.4) for soundness
independent of the state space and the observation process. Tiler can therefore be applied and give
sound correctness guarantees whenever there exist methods that can produce tiles, ground truth
bounds, and bounding boxes that satisfy these conditions.
A final question is whether it is possible to determine whether an arbitrary input x ∈ X is feasible
(i.e., whether x ∈ X˜) and therefore whether the neural network is known to compute a correct output
y for x. In general, we expect the answer to this question to depend on the precise characteristics of
the specific problem, its state space, and the observation process. In particular, we are not aware of
any computationally tractable method for determining if an input x is feasible for the problem in our
case study. However, we anticipate that it will often be straightforward to determine if an arbitrary
input x is contained in some bounding box Bi. In our case study, because we use bounding boxes
defined by the l∞ norm, it is straightforward to search the bounding boxes {Bi} and determine if x
is contained in one of the bounding boxes. If so, the technique guarantees that there is an input x′
close to x (i.e., x and x′ are both within the same bounding box Bi) for which 1) the neural network
computes an output y′ that is correct up to the defined tolerance and 2) the output y′ is close to the
output y for x (i.e., y′ and y are both within the network output bound (l′i, u
′
i) for Bi).
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Appendices
A Proofs for Theorem 1 and 2
Theorem 1 (Local error bound for regression). Given that Condition 4.1, 4.2(a), 4.3, and 4.4(a)
are satisfied, then ∀x ∈ X˜ , e(x) ≤ elocal(x), where e(x) is defined in Equation 2 and elocal(x) is
computed from Equation 3 and 5.
Proof. For any x ∈ X˜ , we have
e(x) = max
y∈fˆ(x)
d(f(x), y)
= max
y∈fˆ(x)
|f(x)− y|
= max
y∈fˆ(x)
{max(f(x)− y, y − f(x))}
Condition 4.1 and 4.2(a) guarantees that for any x ∈ X˜ and y ∈ fˆ(x), we can find a tile Xi such that
x ∈ Xi and li ≤ y ≤ ui. Let t(y, x) be a function that gives such a tile Xt(y,x) for a given x and
y ∈ fˆ(x). Then
e(x) ≤ max
y∈fˆ(x)
{max(f(x)− lt(y,x), ut(y,x) − f(x))}.
Since x ∈ Xt(y,x) and Xt(y,x) ⊆ Bt(y,x) (Condition 4.3), x ∈ Bt(y,x). By Condition 4.4(a),
l′t(y,x) ≤ f(x) ≤ u′t(y,x),∀y ∈ fˆ(x).
This gives
e(x) ≤ max
y∈fˆ(x)
{max(u′t(y,x) − lt(y,x), ut(y,x) − l′t(y,x))}
= max
y∈fˆ(x)
et(y,x)
Since x ∈ Bt(y,x) for all y ∈ fˆ(x), we have {t(y, x)|y ∈ fˆ(x)} ⊆ {i|x ∈ Bi}, which gives
e(x) ≤ max
{t(y,x)|y∈fˆ(x)}
et(y,x)
≤ max
{i|x∈Bi}
ei
= elocal(x)
Theorem 2 (Global error bound for regression). Given that Condition 4.1, 4.2(a), 4.3, and 4.4(a) are
satisfied, then ∀x ∈ X˜ , e(x) ≤ eglobal, where e(x) is defined in Equation 2 and eglobal is computed
from Equation 3 and 4.
Proof. By Theorem 1, we have ∀x ∈ X˜ ,
e(x) ≤ max
{i|x∈Bi}
ei
≤ max
i
ei
= eglobal
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B Classification
We present here the algorithm of Tiler for classification settings.
Step 1 (tiling the space) is the same as regression.
Step 2: For each Si, compute the ground truth bound as a set Ci ⊆ Y , such that ∀s ∈ Si, λ(s) ∈ Ci.
The bounds computed this way satisfy the following condition:
Condition 4.2(b). For any x ∈ X˜ , ∀y ∈ fˆ(x),∃Xi such that x ∈ Xi and y ∈ Ci.
The idea behind Condition 4.2(b) is the same as that of Condition 4.2(a), but formulated for discrete
y.
Step 3 (compute bounding box for each input tile) is the same as regression.
The next step is to solve the network output range. Suppose the quantity of interest has K possible
classes. Then the output layer of the neural network is typically a softmax layer with K output nodes.
Denote the k-th output score before softmax as ok(x). We use the solver to solve the range of each
output score:
Step 4: Given f and each Bi, use appropriate solver to solve the range of each output score
(l
′(k)
i , u
′(k)
i ) for k = 1, . . . ,K.
The bounds {(l′(k)i , u′(k)i )} need to satisfy:
Condition 4.4(b) ∀x ∈ Bi,∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, l′(k)i ≤ ok(x) ≤ u′(k)i .
Step 5: For each tile, compute an error bound ei, using the bound on ground truth Ci and the bound
on network output {(l′(k)i , u′(k)i )}k=1,...,K :
ei = 0 if and only if the following conditions hold: (7)
1. Ci only contains one element, and
2. l
′(yCi )
i > u
′(k)
i for all k 6= yCi , where yCi is the class index of the only element in Ci.
Otherwise, ei = 1. We can then compute the global and local error bounds using Equation 4 and 5,
same as in the regression case. The error bounds for classification will be binary, with 0 meaning the
network is guaranteed to be correct, and 1 meaning no guarantee.
Theorem 3 (Local error bound for classification). Given that Condition 4.1, 4.2(b), 4.3, and 4.4(b)
are satisfied, then ∀x ∈ X˜ , e(x) ≤ elocal(x), where e(x) is defined in Equation 2 and elocal(x)
is computed from Equation 7 and 5. Equivalently, when elocal(x) = 0, the network prediction is
guaranteed to be correct at x.
Proof. We aim to prove that ∀x ∈ X˜ , if elocal(x) = 0, then f(x) = fˆ(x). First, according to
the definition of elocal(x), elocal(x) = 0 implies ei = 0 for all i ∈ {i|x ∈ Bi}. Arbitrarily pick a
p ∈ {i|x ∈ Bi}, we have ep = 0. According to Equation 7, Cp only contains one element with class
index yCp , and l
′(yCp )
p > u
′(k)
p for all k 6= yCp . Since x ∈ Bp, Condition 4.4(b) gives:
oyCp (x) ≥ l
′(yCp )
p > u
′(k)
p ≥ ok(x)
for all k 6= yCp . This gives f(x) = yCp . For any q ∈ {i|x ∈ Bi, i 6= p}, we can similarly derive
f(x) = yCq . Therefore, we must have yCq = yCp for all q ∈ {i|x ∈ Bi, i 6= p}, otherwise there will
be a contradiction. In another word, we have⋃
{i|x∈Bi}
Ci = {yCp}
Now, according to Condition 4.2(b), ∀y ∈ fˆ(x),∃Xi such that x ∈ Xi and y ∈ Ci. Rewriting this
condition, we get
∀y ∈ fˆ(x), y ∈
⋃
{i|x∈Xi}
Ci
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which also means fˆ(x) ⊆ ⋃{i|x∈Xi} Ci. But {i|x ∈ Xi} ⊆ {i|x ∈ Bi} (Condition 4.3), which gives
fˆ(x) ⊆
⋃
{i|x∈Xi}
Ci ⊆
⋃
{i|x∈Bi}
Ci = {yCp}.
Since fˆ(x) is not empty, we have fˆ(x) = {yCp} = f(x).
Theorem 4 (Global error bound for classification). Given that Condition 4.1, 4.2(b), 4.3, and 4.4(b)
are satisfied, then if eglobal = 0, the network prediction is guaranteed to be correct for all x ∈ X˜ .
eglobal is computed from Equation 7 and 4.
Proof. We aim to prove that if eglobal = 0, then ∀x ∈ X˜ , f(x) = fˆ(x). According to Equation 4,
eglobal = 0 means ei = 0 for all i. Then ∀x ∈ X˜ , elocal(x) = 0, which by Theorem 3 indicates that
f(x) = fˆ(x).
Algorithm 2 formally presents the Tiler algorithm for classification.
Algorithm 2 Tiler (for classification)
Input: S, g, λ, f
Output: eglobal, {ei}, {Bi}
1: procedure TILER(S, g, λ, f )
2: {Si} ← DIVIDESTATESPACE(S) . Step 1
3: for each Si do
4: Ci ← GETGROUNDTRUTHBOUND(Si, λ) . Step 2
5: Bi ← GETBOUNDINGBOX(Si, g) . Step 3
6: {l′(k)i , u′(k)i }k=1,...,K ← SOLVER(f,Bi) . Step 4
7: ei ← GETERRORBOUND(Ci, {l′(k)i , u′(k)i }k=1,...,K) . Step 5, Equation 7
8: end for
9: eglobal ←max({ei}) . Step 5
10: return eglobal, {ei}, {Bi} . {ei}, {Bi} can be used later to compute elocal(x)
11: end procedure
C Additional Training Details
This section presents the additional details of the training of the neural network in the case study.
We use Adam optimizer with learning rate 0.01. We use early stopping based on the loss on the
validation set: we terminate training if the validation performance does not improve in 5 consecutive
epochs. This results in the training terminated at 21 epochs. We take the model from the epoch that
has the lowest loss on the validation set.
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